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A systematic study of ion-beam mixing of tracer impurities in thin metal 6lms at low temperatures has been conducted. %e have investigated the dependence of ion mixing on two matrix
properties: atomic mass and cohesive energy. %e have also studied the dependence of ion mixing
on tracer impurity properties: its heat of mixing with the matrix and its thermal difFusivity in the
matrix. The matrices investigated were thin Slms of C, Al, Ti, Fe, Ni, Cu, Mo, Ru, Ag, Hf, Ta,
%', Pt, and Au. The tracer impurities, Al„Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Y, Nb„Mo, Ru, Ag, In, Sb, Hf,
Ta, %„Pt, Au, and Bi, were deposited as & 15 A layers near the midplanes of the specimens. All
the tracer and matrix elements, except C, were deposited sequentially, without breaking vacuum.
The samples were irradiated with 300-1000-keV Kr ions. to doses 10"-10' ions/cm at temperatures of 6 and/or 77 K. Most samples were analyzed at the irradiation temperature by He backscattering. A strong correlation between ion mixing and the matrix properties, atomic mass, and
cohesive energy, was observed. A correlation between ion mixing and tracer impurity difFusion
was also observed but not between ion mixing and the heat of mixing or relative mass of the impurity w'ith the matrix, The results are interpreted within the framework of a thermal spike model
of cascade difFusion.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recent technological success in using ion beams for
materials-modification
applications has spurred a growscience of the method.
ing interest in the underlying
Ion-beam modi5cations can be achieved by various
mechanisms. ' Solute atoms can be implanted, thermal
reactions can be accelerated, stable alloy phases can be
induced to transform to metastable phases, and surface
In all of these
layers can be mixed with substrates.
cases, success derives from the ability to overcome either
thermodynamic or kinetic barriers by the use of energetic particles. An understanding of how these barriers are
surmounted relies on the elucidation of the basic atomic
displacement processes involved in particle irradiation
and the relaxation of the highly nonequilibrium state following ihe displacement
process. For example, it is
known that many intermetallic compounds transform to
an amorphous state under ion irradiation. %hether this
transformation
is caused by "rapid quenching"' of a
"molten" cascade zone, radiation-induced
disorder,
and/or the agglomeration of radiation-induced point defects, is still controversial. A fundamental knowledge of
the displacement process in cascades would be very helpful in solving such problems. It has recently been shown
that quantitative
experianalysis of ion-beam-mixing
ments performed at low temperatures can help to ferret
out basic displacement processes in energetic displace37

ment cascades. '
In the last few years, several diffusion mechanisms
have been espoused to explain ion-beam mixing (which
we denote here as IM). Initially, IM was thought to be
due to energetic collisional processes, i.e., collisional
Various theoretical models, both analytic
mixing.
and computer simulation,
were derived on this premise.
Inherent in all of these models are the assumptions that
the relocation of target atoms requires collision energies
~ 5 eV, the collisions are binary in nature, and the cascades are linear. It is not surprising that these models,
as will be outlined below, have all proven inadequate.
These same models had been employed to interpret a
wide range of radiation-damage
e8ects such as defect
production and disordering of initially ordered alloys,
and they had been shown to be inadequate there also. In
fact, it has been recognized for some time now that collective atomic motion during the thermal spike phase of
the cascade must be incorporated into any realistic cascade model. '
The importance of thermal spikes for di5'usion processes in cascades has recently been shown quite conIn one
vincingly through a series of IM experiments.
type of these experiments, IM was measured in a given
target for different marker atoms. '
Using markers either of similar or far diferent atomic mass as the matrix
atoms, predictions based on solely kinematic models
were proven inadequate.
In another set of experiments,

'"
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it was demonstrated that IM in bilayer systems which
had very similar physical properties but difFerent chernical properties had very difFerent IM characteristics.
These latter experiments involved systems for which
there was a large heat of mixing, either negative' or posbetween atoms comprising the bilayer material.
itive, '
Johnson et a/. pointed out that these chemical efFects
could bc explained by applying
a thermodynamic
analysis of difFusion to IM. Moreover, by noting that
chemical interactions are of the order of tenths of an
electron volt per atom, Johnson et al. deduced that the
relevant energies of difFusion in cascades must similarly
be tenths of an electron volt. Thus, it is now recognized that thermal spike mixing is an important, if not
dominant, contribution to IM at low temperatures.
IM and
Although the foundations for understanding
other ion-beam modification techniques are beginning to
emerge, knowledge of the underlying mechanisms on an
One of the problems
atomic scale is still rudimentary.
that has impeded progress has been the lack of a reliable
set of IM data for many systems. Experimental work
has been successful mostly at disproving theories and
finding particular, but isolated, eff'ects. There is now a
need for sufBcient experimental information to set guidelines for new theories. Therefore, this work was undertaken to establish a wide data base for IM in metal systems. To simplify comparison to theories, the experiments were carried out with few physical variables.
First, nearly all irradiations were performed with the
at liquid-helium
specimen approximately
temperature,
and subsequent
specanalysis, using backscattering
trornetry, was performed prior to warming. This procedure eliminates
thermally
induced
any possible
difFusion. In addition, the "marker geometry" was emThis geometry, which consists of a thin
ployed. '
tracer impurity layer buried at some depth in the specimen, precludes many of the difficulties involved in extracting fundamental quantities from chemical diffusion
coefficients which are often encountered when using bilayer samples. '~
Our experiments comprise two interdependent
parts.
The first part investigates the inffuence of the elemental
identity of the marker atoms in a given matrix on IM.
The various markers were selected according to either
their diffusivity in a specific matrix or by their heat of
mixing with the matrix. To a lesser extent, the atomic
mass of the marker relative to the matrix atoms was
considcrcd. Thc correlation bctwccn difFusivity and IM
was investigated primarily using a Cu matrix since reliable difFusivity data for many tracer impurities in Cu are
available. Other systems, however, were also employed.
The relationship between the heat of mixing of the
marker in a speci6c matrix was explored using several
markers in both Mo and Ru. The second part investigates correlations between IM and the physical properties of the matrix element. The matrix properties of interest were ihe atomic mass and the cohesive energy. To
obtain systematic results, the study required a large
number of matrix elements and in each, at least two
markers. To help provide the background for these experiments, a brief outline of the current theories of IM is

'
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The experimental procedures are then depresented.
scribed and the results given. We then compare the experimental results with theory to indicate the detail to
which IM is presently understood.

II.

THKQRETICAL BACKGRGUND

%hen an energetic particle impinges on a solid, it begins to slow down by making elastic nuclear collisions
with host atoms and inelastic collisions with electrons.
The latter collisions do not cause atomic displacements
in metals, and, therefore, do not contribute to IM. The
elastic collisions result in the displacement of target
atoms from their initial lattice sites. The more energetic
of these recoiling atoms can cause further displacements
of host atoms; this process continues and results in a
cascade of displaced atoms. The phase lasts =10 'i s; it
is often designated as the collisional phase of a cascade.
Several theoretical attempts have been made to calculate
the contribution of this collisional mixing process to IM.
These include both analytical transport theory ' and
The underlying assumptions in
computer simulation.
collisional mixing calculations are (a) the collisions are
governed by two-body interactions; (b) moving atoms
collide only with stationary atoms, i.e., linear cascades;
(c) the targets are amorphous; and (d) the displacement
process ends when the atom energies faB below =5 CV.
The principal results of these calculations are the following:
(1) The spreading of a marker layer has a Gaussian
distribution.
of the distribution increases pro(2) The variance,
portionally to the ion ffuence, 4, and to the damage
energy-deposition rate per ion, F~ (i.e., Fti is the damage
energy dEr per depth dx and per ion which goes into
elastic nuclear collisions. The damage energy Ez, excludes the energy deposited in electronic excitations).
(3) The magnitude of IM can be obtained approximately from, 6

o,

=(1/31 )(1/&)(C+ )y„(

')/E„.

I 0—
0.608, N is the atomic density of the matrix, r is the
distance a target atom is displaced when recoiling, E& is
the average energy per displaced atom, and

yz,

+4(m, mz)/(m, +mz)

——

(2)

Although it now seems that the contribution to IM from
collisional displacements is not as large as other contributions, this theory still provides a useful method to
compare IM data from difFerent targets under difFerent
irradiation conditions.
For a marker experiment, an
elective difFusion coeScient for IM, D, can be extracted
from measurements of o. from the expression

Dt

=a /2,

where t is the time of the irradiation.
malized quantity,

%e define the nor-

g=Dt/4FD,
and denote it as the mixing efficiency.

From Eqs. (1) and
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(3) it can be seen that g is independent of the irradiation
particle and dose. Moreover, as {, r )/Ed is not expected to vary greatly from target to target, the mixing
CSciency should not be sensitive to the target. Thus, by
comparing IM data on the basis of mixing efficienc, the
inhuence of various parameters on IM can be systematically investigated. This procedure has been found very
useful for basic investigations of other radiation effects.
At the end of the collision phase of the cascade, there
is a residual agitation of the atoms in the cascade region.
This condition is often referred to as a thermal spike; it
s. This residual agitation stimulates atomlasts =10
ic diffusion; we will denote this process as thermal spike
diffusion. Different models for thermal spike diffusion
have been developed. A particularly instructive model is
due to Vineyard. ' This model assumes that the initial
energy distribution has the form of a linear 5 function,
to represent the track of the ion, and that the temperature distribution evolves in time according to classical
heat-ffow theory. The model further assumes that a
thermally activated diffusional jumping process occurs in
the region of the spike with a jump rate

"

7)

= A exp( Q/r)—,

is the product of Boltzmann's constant and temperature. The total number of jumps in the cascade calculated under these conditions is

where

the spike is given by

D (t) =D; c; D„c„,
where c; and c„are the instantaneous interstitial atom
and vacancy concentrations within the spike, respectively, and

D; =Do;exp(

—bH „/r),

D„=Do,exp(

hH—P

/~) .

(8a)

{Sb)

hH „and bH, „are the enthalpies of migration for single interstitial atoms and monovacancies, respectively.
The initial conditions of the cascade can be obtained using parameters from binary collision calculations as the
initial conditions are not influenced by thermal spike
effects. The initial point defect concentration is obtained using the Kinchin-Pease expression
for the number of point defects produced in a cascade; the tables of
~1ntcfbon
arc used to obtain thc volume of the cascade at the end of the collision phase, Vd(t =0). The initial temperature of the cascade is deduced from the exprcsslon

3r=En/[NVd(t

=0)] .

v

g= 3 A, 2/SnaCQ
where A, is the energy per unit length along the track of
the ion, ~ is the thermal conductivity for lattice heat
conduction, and C is the speciffc heat of the target. The
Vineyard model provides a phenomenological
model of
diffusion ln cascades; lt docs Got deal with thc mechanisms of diffusion. Johnson et a/. have suggested that
the activation enthalpy for the jumping process, the parameter Q in Eqs. (5) and (6), is related to the cohesive
Van Rossum et al. have in fact
energy of the target.
shown that, for bilayer samples, IM does correlate with
the cohesive energy.
Molecular-dynamics
computer simulations provide a
far more detailed picture of the dynamics of cascade
processes which includes both the production of Frenkel
pairs (i.e., vacancies and interstitial atoms) and the excitation of the lattice. '
These simulations indicate that
point defects are produced during the collisional phase
of the cascade and that they subsequently undergo
stimulated
motion, which is responsible for thermal
spike difFusion, during the thermal spike phase of the
cascade. Unfortunately,
these simulations have been
performed for cascade energies of only a few kiloelectron-volts, and mostly for potentials describing %.
It is uncertain ai this time whether diffusion in higher
energy cascades, or in cascades in less refractory metals,
involves yet other difFusion mechanisms. Nevertheless, a
simple point-defect model for thermal spike diffusion has
been developed ' based on the results of these simulations. The model assumes that diffusion in cascades consists of normal radiation-enhanced
diffusion, but it is
limited to very short times, =10
s, and to very high
temperatures.
The effective dilusion cocScicnt during

"

ED is the damage energy in the cascade; it too is obThe evolution of
tained using the Winterbon tables.
the temperature and point-defect distributions are calculated by standard heat-fiow and reaction-rate equations.
The spreading of a thin marker is calculated within this
model using '

(M~) =24

I dT(do'/dT) I NV„(t)D(t)dt,

(10)

where der'/dT is the cross section for producing a recoil
of energy T, and Vd{t) and D(t) are the time-dependent
voluines and difFusion coefBcients for cascades of energy
T. The approximations employed to solve Eq. {10) can
be found in Ref. 21. Although this spike model retains
the spirit of the Vineyard model, it specifies a difFusion

mechanism, and semiquantitative
calculations can be
performed. The physical parameters such as the energy
density in the spike and the cohesive energy are contained implicitly in this model through the diffusion
cocScient and point-defect concentrations. The energy
density determines the temperature of the spike. The
cohesive energy is related to the point-defect mobilities
and to the concentration of point defects produced in
the spike. One of the goals of the present experiments is
to test the predictions of this model by varying the target and marker species so as to afFect the migration
cnthalpies, point-defect concentrations, and spike temperature.

m.

KXPKRIMENTAI PROCEDURE

The marker samples were prepared by vapor deposition onto Si wafers which contained thick (=1 pm) Si02
surface layers. The inert SiOz layers prevented interaction between the Si and the samples during irradiation.
The substrates were cleaned organically and immediately
loaded into an electron-gun evaporation system. The
pressure was less than =10 Torr during evaporation.
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The complete set of experiments included the matrix elements C, Al, Ti, Fe, Ni, Cu, Mo, Ru, Ag, Hf, Ta, O', Pt,
and Au, and marker elements Al, Ti, Cr, Fe, Mn, Ni,
Cu, Y, Nb, Mo, Ru, Ag, In, Sb, Hf, Ta, W, Pt, Au, and
Bi. The thicknesses of the marker layers were =5-15
A, and these layers were located at the midplanes of the
specimens which were = 800 A total thickness. All of
the matrix and marker elements, excepting C, were evaporated sequentially using e beam heating in the same
vacuum system without breaking vacuum. Carbon samples were prepared in another chamber by rf sputtering.
A carbon layer was deposited first, followed by the deposition of the marker layer, and finally covered by the top
matrix layer. A layer of Si, =30 A thick, was deposited
on the tops of most samples to minimize reactions with
air after removing the samples from the vacuum system.
It is commonly believed that oxygen contamination can
inhibit IM in marker specimens. Some of the Mo specimens contained a smail amount of W, much less than 1
at. %. This W contamination resulted from using a W
crucible for the Mo charge in the e -beam evaporator.
Since W is totally soluble in Mo (Ref. 24) and the content of W was very small, we do not expect the IM reComparison
sults to be affected by the contamination.
of results from two Mo samples containing Pt marker
layers, one with and one without W contamination,
showed no significant difference in IM.
For the in situ low-temperature experiments, the samanalyzed while
ples were irradiated and subsequently
clamped to the cold finger of a cryostat which was held
thermometer was atat =6 K. A platinum-resistance
tached to the cold finger. The vacuum system and
beamline were pumped with ion and cryopumps.
The
pressure in the target chamber during irradiation was
=10 Torr. Kr ions, in the range 500 and 1000 keV,
were employed for the irradiations. The specific energy
for each matrix was selected so that the projected range
of the Kr ions was approximately 3 times the initial
marker-layer depth. This condition yields damage distributions that are similar for all irradiations and that are
not rapidly varying at the marker position. The beam
power on the specimen was maintajned below 0.1 % to
avoid heating. During the irradiation, the specimen normal was aligned 10' from the beam axis. The ffuence
was measured by integrating ion current coHected on an
annular disk that intercepted a portion of the beam.
The calibration of the disk was checked with a moveable
Faraday cup prior to and after each irradiation. The accuracy is about 5%.
The amount of IM was measured by backscattering
spectroscopy (BS) using 1.9-MeV He ions from the same
accelerator as was used for the Kr irradiations. The
resolution of the dc;tector system for the BS analysis was
=15 keV. The scattering angle was =135', with the
detector in the horizontal plane through the beam axis.
The angle between the He beam and the sample normal
5' (i.e., toward the detector) to +35
was varied from —
about the vertical axis to maximize the resolution while
of the matrix and
maintaining
suNIcient separation
marker signals.
For most of the measurements on the Mo and Ru ma-

trices, different irradiation and BS systems were employed. The conditions of the experiments were also
somewhat diferent; the Kr ion energy was 300 keV and
the irradiations were performed at 77 K, not at 6 K.
Moreover, these samples were warmed to room temperature and transferred to a separate system for BS analysis
with 2-MeV He. To verify that there was no significant
dimerence between the two procedures, samples of Ru
with a Au marker and of Mo with Ti and Pt markers
were irradiated and measured both ways. For Ru, the
two results were within experimental uncertainty; for
Mo, IM was slightly higher at 77 K than at 6 K, but it
was not sufficiently difFerent to interfere with the purThese results are listed in
pose of the experiment.
Tables I and II. In the experiment investigating the
correlation between impurity diffusion coefficients and
IM eSciency in a Cu matrix, the samples were irradiated
with 750-keV Kr at 77 K and were BS analyzed in situ
using 1.9-MeV He. The samples with Pt or Au markers
were also irradiated at 6 K, and their IM efficiencies
were within experimental uncertainty to those irradiated
at 77 K. These results are tabulated in Table III.
All backscattering signals from the marker elements
had Gaussian distributions both before and after the irradiations. The increases in the variances of the marker
distributions due to IM were calculated from
Q

Qj

pre»

Q gggrII

where Q;„and Q~„are the measured vari. ances of the
marker signals from the irradiated and unirradiated samThe standard deviation for the
ples, respectively.
broadening of the marker profile, o, in units of length,
was calculated with

o

=0/N [e],

(12)

[s] are the atomic number density and the
stopping-cross-section factor of the matrix, respectively.
The efFective difFusion coefficient for IM was then obtained by use of Eq. (3).
where N and

IV. RESULTS
Typical backscattering spectra acquired before and
after Kr irradiation at 6 K are sho~n in Fig. 1. The
spectra here represent a Ag marker in Cu. The values of
Dt derived from these data were found to be linearly
proportional to the ion fiuence, 4. A linear relationship
is a common feature for IM in metal
between Dt and
%e have used
marker systems at low temperatures.
this relationship between Dt and 4 as a criterion for the
validity of our data; hence, all samples were irradiated to
two or more Quences. A linear increase of Dt with
fluence was found in nearly a11 cases. In our initial
specimens of Al with a Pt marker, Fe with Pt, Fe with
Au, and Ni with Pt, a nonlinear dose dependence was
observed. These experiments were repeated with a new
batch of samples, and for these, a hnear dose dependence
of Dt was observed. The cause of the spurious results
for the initial samples is unknown, although we suspect
contaminations (despite our efforts to minimize them).
This result is indicative of the dillculty of obtaining reli-

4
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TABLE I. Ion-mixing data for different matrix materials.
Dt //ED

~l j2

(A /eV)

(keV)

Marker

(keV)

C
C
C

Ni
Ag
Au
Ag

500
500
500
650
650
650
500
300
300
650
650
650
650
650
650
500
500
650
500
650
650
750
750
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Al
Al
Al
T1
T1
T1

Fe
Fe
Ni
Ni
Cu
Cu

Mo
Mo
Mo
Ru
Ag
Ag

Hf
Hf
Ta
Ta
Ta
W
W

Pt
Pt
Au
Au
Au

Pt
Mo

HP

Pt'
Pt
Au

Pt
Au

Pt
Au
Al
T1

Pt
Au
Al

Pt
TL

Ni

Fe
Ni

Y
Fe
Ni

Y
Fe
Ni
Ni
Cu
Cu

Irradiation conditions and symbols in table are given in text.

Eirr

Matrix

81.2
81.2
81.2
58.4
58.4
58.4
107.4
118.7
118.7
117.0
117.0
210.0
210.0
189.0
189.0
197.0
135.0
198.0
236.0
197.0
197.0
207.0
207.0
207.0
207.0
207.0
243.0
243.0
243.0
271.5
271.5
271.5
271.5
271.5

2.60
2.30
2.70
20.70
22.50
12.70
4.50
11.00
3.30
4.50
4.60
5.00
7.80
23.20
27.40
5.80
1.65
6.00
7.40
93.4
59.0
12.7
17.2

7.6
10.4

3.5
7.5
17.9
2.2
23.9
14.2
58.0
142.0
165.0
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AH„h
(eV/atom)

(keV)

10
10
10
28
28
28
50
50
50
65
65
65
65
65
65
80
80
80
82
85
85

110
115
115
115
115
115
115
115
110
110
110
110
110

5.6
5.6
5.6
17.1
17.1
17.1
32. 1
32. 1
32. 1

41.8
41.8
42.0
42.0
42.6
42.6
54.6
54.6
54.6
56.3
58.6
58.6
82.0
82.0
82. 1
82. 1
82. 1
82.2
82.2
82.2
79.0
79.0
79.4
79.4
79.4

7.36
7.36
7.36
3.33
3.33
3.33
4.87
4.87
4. 87
4.31
4.31
4.44

883 401 655
883 401 655
883 401 655
11 494 920
11 494920
11 494 920
7 436 669
7 436 669
7 436 669
2 179 690

2179690
434 996
1 434 996
1 035 344
1 035 344
1 668 422
1 668 422
1 668 422
I 018 853
1 751 618
1

4 44
3.50
3.50

6.81
6.81
6.81
6.74
2.96
2.96
6.44
6.44
8. 10
8. 10
8. 10
8.66

1751618
2 112 571
2 112 571

1151776
1
1

151 776
1.51 776
719 143
719 143
719 143
479 170
479 170
654 839
654 839
654 839

8.66
8.66
5.85
5.85
3.80
3.80
3.80

(kJ/mol)

—22
—8
—185
—16

+I

—337
—59
+38
—22
+ 34
—32
—29
—20
—16

—115
+65
—21

—1

+1

—147
—54
—104
+ 127
0

—11
+ 110
—47
—17
+25

—20
—20

'These samples were irradiated at 77 K and analyzed at 300 K.

TABLE II. Dependence of IM eSciency on heat of mixing
parameter, 5, for several markers in Mo and Ru matrices.
Matrix

Mo
Mo
Mo
Mo
Mo
Mo
Mo

Dt /4FD

5

Marker

(A /eV)

(kJ/mol)

T1

7.6
7.6
10.3
3.7
5.0
8.5
13.4

Cr
Ni

Hf
Ta
Pt
Au

Ti
Cr
Mn
Ni

Hf
Ta
Pt
Au

8.9
14.7
10.7

5.8
3.7
6.6
2.0
6.4

—16

+1

—27
—15
—20
—115

+ 15
—191
—42

—40
+2
—227
—164

able data with markers. 1n assessing the uncertainties in
our results, me believe that the greatest errors arise, in
fact, from specimen contamination
rather than from
inaccurate measurements.
The latter vie estimate to be
less than =15%. For the more noble metals, the reproducibility of results was of this order. For the refractory

TABLE III. IM e%ciencies, impurity
and heat-of-mixing

Markers
Nb

Ru
Ag

In
Sb

Pt
Au

+ 65

Bi

parameters

Dt /4FD
(A /eV)

24. 6
15.3
38.2
47.3

43.5
25.0
27.0
36.5

dift'usion coeScients,
for several markers in Cu.

Dip

(A /s)

4.2~ 10'
1.0X 107
1.6y 10'
5.0& 10
5.8X 10'
4.3 y 10'
5.9 g 10'
1.1y 10'

6
(k J/mol)

—10
+49

+5
+1
—12
—32
—29

+27
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750 keV Kr, 77 K
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FIG. 1. Typical backscattering spectra showing the spreading of a thin marker during ion irradiation. Here, the spectra
i11ustrate Ag spreading in a Cu matrix for 500-keV Kr irradiation at 6 K for three doses.

metals, for which the mixing efficiency was small and
high fluences were necessary, the uncertainties can probably be best estimated as 15% k3 A /eV. We cannot be
confident that differences in mixing eSciencies less than
=3 A /eV are meamngful unless the experiments were
repeated with different samples.
Comparison of the data from different samples and irradiation energies requires a normalization procedure.
As indicated above, normahzing the data by the damage
energy per unit volume is a natural method for radiation
effects. (This is sometimes expressed in the equivalent
units of displacements per atom. ) To determine the damage energy at the marker depth for the various irradiations, the computer-simulation
program, TRtM, was employed. z6 Figure 2 illustrates damage energy distributions for three irradiations employed in this study. Note

l

DAMAGE Dl5TRlBUTIGNS

MARKER LOCATlON

300—
o «f

4.~

200
650

keV Kr

Ag

lGG—
500 keV

200

400

Kr

Ti

6GG

DEPTH (A)

FIG. 2. Damage energy distributions for three representative projectile-target
combinations.
Calculations were performed using TRIM (Ref. 26).

that at the initial marker depth the deposited damage
energy, I'"D, does not change rapidly with depth. The
average value of I'D within a 200-A region centered at
the initial marker depth was employed for normalization. The complete set of data for these marker experiments is tabulated in Tables I-III. The normalized data
are the values of the mixing efficiency =Dt/4FD.
Table I illustrates that the mixing e%ciency varies
significantly from matrix to matrix. Moreover, within a
given matrix, the mixing eSciency also varies from
marker to marker. This second result is contrary to the
early expectation that IM would be independent of the
chemical nature of the tracer impurity. The influence of
the type of marker on IM has been noted previously for
the semiconductor matrices, Si (Ref. 10) and Ge (Ref.
11) and for the metallic matrix, Hf (Ref. 27). These
studies, however, were limited to a few markers. Only in
Al has IM been measured at low temperatures for a
large number of markers, and for it, no signi6cant variaIn the present study, we have intion was observed.
vestigated correlations between three marker properties
and IM: the impurity diffusion coefficient of the marker
in the matrix, the heat of mixing between marker and
matrix, and the relative atomic mass of the marker and
matrix atoms.
In attempting to correlate the low-temperature mixing
ef5ciencies with impurity diffusion parameters, an ambidifFusion is temperature
guity arises since impurity
dependent, i.e.,

(

D; «=Doexp(

„

Q/r) . —

is the impurity tracer diffusivity, Do is a prefactor,
and Q is the activation enthalpy for difFusion.
For
diffusion of substitutional solutes in metals, Q is the sum
of the enthalpies of vacancy migration and vacancy formation. Thus, to correlate mixing efficiency with impurity diffusivities, a "comparison temperature" must be
selected. An alternative is to correlate IM with Do or Q,
For the present, we correlate the mixing
separately.
efficienc with impurity diffusivity {obtained by extrapolation) at the melting temperature of the matrix. At this
temperature, D~ ~ is far more sensitive to changes in Q
than Do so that this correlation is efFectively also a correlation between IM and Q. We have selected Cu as the
matrix element for this comparison, as reliable diffusion
data are available for many tracer impurities in Cu. The
results are plotted in Fig. 3 (Note the logarithmic scale).
A clear correlation between D;
and the mixing
efficiency, Dt/4I'n, is evident. Similar correlations, although based on many fe~er data, seem to exist for Ag
and Au matrices. These matrices, like Cu, are good
thermal spike metals. The relevant data are in Tables I
and III.
The inhuence of the heat of mixing between the marker and matrix on IM was also investigated. It should be
pointed out that within both collisional and thermal
spike difFusion models of IM, such an influence should
be small. Nevertheless, such a correlation has been reof IM in
moreover, our Srst measurements
ported;
various hosts seemed to depend on the heat of mixing„

D;
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FIG. 3. Plot illustrating the correlation between the tracer
diffusion coefBcients of various impurities in Cu, at the melting
temperature, with the mixing eSciency of these impurities at
lour temperature.

hH (note values of the mixing efficiency for Ag, Ta, W,
Pt, and Au matrices). Therefore, an experiment was carried out to determine the importance of the heat of mixing in the mixing eSciency of a marker. Mo and Ru
were selected as matrices for this study as they have very
similar physical properties, but difFerent markers have
far difFerent values of the heat of mixing with each. The
influence of b, H in Cu was also considered. The results
of these studies are tabulated in Tables II and III; they
are graphically
shown in Fig. 4; here, the mixing
cfflcicncyy gp ls plotted as a fllllctloll of thc heat of mixing parameter, 5 (i.e., bH =25C„cs). This parameter
is the nearest-neighbor bond-energy difFerence of Miedeand Cz and C& are the local concentrations of
ma
atoms A and 8. Although there are variations in g for
the difFerent markers in each matrix, and the same
markers in the two matrices, as large as a factor of = 5,
there is no obvious trend between the mixing efliciency

50

—

Kr+ IRRADIATION
77 K
Tirr

and the heat of mixing.
The same data obtained here for the investigations of
the correlations between both the heat of mixing and impurity difFusivity with IM can also be employed to check
for possible correlations between the relative atomic
masses of the marker and matrix and the mixing
efficiency. Figure 5 shows values of Dt/OFT in Mo, Ru,
and Cu for various marker elements plotted in sequence
of increasing atomic mass of the marker. There is no
systematic dependence of mixing eSciency on the atomic
mass of the marker. Variations of the mixing efficienc
with the atomic mass of the marker are therefore small
in comparison to its variation with other factors. In
summary, this set of experiments illustrates that IM depends on the type of marker in a given matrix. Variations in the mixing efllciency are typically less than a
factor of =2-3 for a given matrix, although between extrema they can be larger. The mixing eSciency in Cu at
77 K correlates
with
tracer impurity
diffusion
coefBcients. It does not, on the other hand, depend on
the heat of mixing or the relative atomic mass of the
marker with the matrix at 77 K.
The second part of these experiments investigates the
role of the physical properties of the matrix in ion mixing. As the flrst part of our study has shown that IM in
a given matrix depends on the type of marker, by virtue
of the diffusivity of that marker (and perhaps other unknown factors), a basis for comparing IM for difFerent
matrices is required. A common method in difFusion
studies is to compare only self-difFusion data. The use of
tracer isotopes for IM studies is impractical as the
current understanding of IM does not warrant such deTracer isotopes have been used in
tailed information.
one study of IM, Cu, ' and it was found that the results
were not far difFerent from suitably chosen marker impurities. Another approach, and the one employed here,
is to measure IM for several markers in a given matrix
and to define an average mixing efficiency for the matrix
from these measurements.
Thus, the mixing efficiency
for each matrix in thi. s study represents an average from
at least two markers. Two markers, of course, do not
guarantee that the "average" value of for the matrix is

(
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FIG. 4. Plot of the mixing eSciency as a function of the
heat of mixing parameter, 5, bet@veen various marker elements
anth Cu, Mo, and Ru matrices.
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FIG. 5. Plot of the mixing eKciency as a function of the
atomic mass of the marker for various markers in Cu, Mo, and
Ru matrices.
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but it does prevent

obtained,
value

of g from playing

one particularly unusual
too dominant a role in this

cades, V, . The energy in the typical subcascade,
was determined from Eq. (8),

study.

The results for the average mixing eSricncics in the
various matrices are plotted in Fig. 6. The f]Igure was
constructed to explicitly illustrate the in6ucnce on IM of
the two physical properties of the target suggested by
Eq. (6), energy density in the cascades and cohesive energy. The ordinate in this plot is a measure of the square
of the energy density in the cascades [A, in Eq. (6)], and
the abscissa is a measure of the square of the inverse
cohesive energy [the cohesive energy is related to Q in
Eq. (6)]. The circles in the plot are located according to
the energy density and cohesive energy of the matrix (indicated by the symbol in the circle}. The value of the
mixing efficiency for the target is contained in the circle;
it is the average of our results for all the different markers in that matrix obtained at 6 K. The quahtative
features of the influence of the properties of the matrix
on IM are apparent in the Sgure. For a given value of
the cohesive energy of the target, the mixing eSciency
increases with increasing energy density (vertical translations in the plot}; for a given value of the energy density,
the mixing efficiency increases with increasing values of
the inverse cohesive energy (horizontal translations}.
Two choices were possible to represent the energy
density in the plot, the linear energy density along the
path of the projectile, or the volume energy density associated with a spike. For the relatively-high-energy
iona
employed in this study, the second choice was preferred.
High energy ions have a long mean free path between
high-energy collisions and produce several isolated subcascades along their tracks.
This process is not well
described by a smooth deposition of energy along the
projectile track. The energy density for each target was
therefore obtained from the damage energy within "typical" subcascades, E„and the volume of these subcas-
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FIG. 6. Plot of the mixing eSciency
square of the energy density, the ordinate,
inverse square of the cohesive energy, the
element and the eSciency are identified in

IG

) I

l2

as a function of the
and as a function of
abscissa. The matrix
the circle.

0. 5=(1/E

)

I

0

dT[do'(E. , T)/dT]E

(T),

T)~~,

(14)

En(T) is the damage energy associated with a
recoil of energy T, and ED is the total damage energy.
Half of the damage energy, therefore, is deposited in
subcascades with recoil energies greater than T&&2, and
half the damage energy is deposited in recoils below
T, &2. In this way, T, &2 is the typical recoil energy. The
volumes of the subcascades are determined from
where

(15)
where doc and y are the longitudinal
and transverse
straggling, respectively, and P is a contraction factor relating individual
cascades to distribution
averages.
Values
for the straggling
were
obtained
from

%interbon's tables.
V. DISCUSSION

The results of these experiments can be briefly summarized as follows.
IM depends on the physical properties of the target.
Values of the mixing efficiency increase as the energy
densities in the cascades increase and as the cohesive energies of the matrices decrease. These effects are ronounced; the mixing eSciency varies from =5 A /eV
for Ti to =100 A /eV for Au. IM also depends on the
In Cu, the mixing
type of marker in the matrix.
eNIciency scales with the tracer impurity
diffusion
coeScient of the marker The v.ariation of the mixing
eSciency with the type of marker within a matrix is less
pronounced than its variation with the type of matrix.
In most matrices, the variation is less than a factor of
=2-3. No apparent correlation exists between IM and
the heat of mixing or the relative atomic masses of the
marker and matrix.
The absence of a signiffcant inffuence of the heat of
mixing (Fig. 4) on the mixing eSciency observed here for
our marker experiments contrasts with the strong effect
the heat of mixing has in bilayers. i We interpret this result as a confirmation that the experimental technique of
placing a thin impurity layer in a matrix adequately approximates the conditions necessary for a tracer impuriThis conclusion is further
ty diffusion measurement.
supported by the hncar dose dependence of the variances
of the impurity
distributions.
In this regard,
transmission-electron-microscopy
studies of the immiscible marker systems would be very helpful in determining
whether precipitation is present.
The sum of our results Snds no reasonable interpretation within collisional models of IM. First, we note the
magnitude of the mixing eN][cicncy values. Collisional
models predict values on the order of 1 —5 A /eV; these
arc much smaller than most of the experimental values.
Second, the collisional theory of IM does not predict a
strong dependence of the mixing efficiency on either the
matrix or the type of marker. The target-sensitive parameter, (r2) /E~, should not vary by an order of mag-
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nitudc in diferent targets. Moreover, it is expected that
(r )/Ed, if anything, should decrease with increasing
atomic mass of' the matrix since the range of an atom of
cncrgy Ed would bc smaller ln thc higher-atomic-mass
materials. This prediction is just the opposite of our experimental results. Finally, the correlation of IM with
tracer impurity difFusion eoefBeients is also at variance
with the collisional model. The difFusivities of difFerent
tracer impurities
due to small
vary, presumably
differences in their activation enthalpies for difFusion,
Since Ed j.s
usually some tenths of an electron-volt.
such small difkrcnces cannot
greater than 5-10 eV,
have any signi6cant in6uencc in eolhsional models.
Thus, these experiments suggest that the contribution of
collisional mixing, in most cases, is a secondary contribution. This conclusion is not new; however, it is established here systematically and as a general conclusion for
IM in metals.
The correlations of IM with various matrix and marker properties support the hypothesis of thermal spike
diffusion in cascades. The results agree qualitatively
with the model calculations of Vineyard. Figure 6 illustrates that the mixing efficiency increases as the energy
density in the cascades increases, in accordance with Eq.
(6). Moreover, if we relate the activation enthalpy Q to
the cohesive energy of the target, as suggested by
Johnson er o/. , we find a dependence of the mixing
efficiency on the cohesive energy, which is also predicted
by Eq. (6). The lack of any dependence of IM on either
the relative atomic masses and the heat of mixing for the
marker and matrix also fit within the framework of
thermal
The Vineyard model for
spike difFusion.
thermal spike difFusion, however, does not enable onc to
calculate the absolute magnitude of the mixing efficiency
since the model is mathematical and not physical; no
diffusion process is specified in the model. For the same
reason, the correlation between the mixing efficiency and
the impurity difFusivity of the marker is not explicitly included in the Vineyard model [see Eq. (6)]. Presumably,
the chemical properties of markers inffuence the activation enthalpies, Q. The lowering of the activation
enthalpy for difFusion is believed to be a result of an electrostatic interaction between the impurity and a vacanIf the correlation between impurity difFusivity
cy. '
and thermal spike difFusion, noted here for Cu, is more
than fortuitous, an explanation based on point-defect
difFusion in a spike should be considered.
Radiation-enhanced
diffusion theory, applied to the
microscopic dimensions and time scale of a cascade, provides a natural interpretation for our results. The energy density in the cascades is important, as it determines
the spike temperature, Eq. (9). The cohesive energy of
ihc target is rcfIcctcd through both the migration enthalpics and concentrations
of the point defects in the
spikes. The former is derived from the Van I.iemp or
other similar relations,
and the latter from the
Kinchin-Pease expression, noting that the displacement
energy tends to correlate with cohesive energy. The
correlation of mixing CSciency with impurity difFusivity
data also follows directly. The interaction between the
impurity and vacancy lowers the activation enthalpy for
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diffusion. This reduced activation enthalpy is manifested
in IM through a lowering of the vacancy migration
The primary question to bc addressed is
cnthalpy.
whether the model adequately accounts for the magnitude of the mixing CKciency.
Before discussing the calculations of the mixing
efficiency, we note that the migration enthalpies of selfintcrstitial atoms are much lower than vacancies.
The
results of mixing experiments suggest, however, that the
vacancy is responsible for thermal spike diffusion. This
conclusion is deduced from the fact that thermal
in metals is
difFusion
of substitutional
impurities
governed by a vacancy process; consequently, a correlation between thermal difFusion and IM should, presumably, involve vacancies. Another result pointing to vacancy difFusion is the correlation of IM with cohesive energy. Thc migration enthalpy of vacancies tends to scale
with cohesive energy of the matrix; for self-interstitial
atoms this docs not seem to be the case.
Thus, the inof the experimental results within the
terpretation
difFusion model seems more reasonradiation-enhanced
able assuming that vacancy motion, and not interstitial
motion, is the predominant mechanism of thermal spike
difFusion. A physical argument supporting this possibility derives from the structure of cascades. It is believed
that during the collision phase of the cascade evolution
many atoms are ejected from the core region, creating a
"'depleted zone. Thus vacancies are located in the hotcore region of the spike and interstitials in the cooler
using
periphery region. Moreover, it has been found
that in a region of
simulations
molecular-dynamics
the vacancy migration
high vacancy concentration,
sixnulaThe molecular-dynamics
enthalpy is reduced.
tions of cascades in W, to which we referred previously,
have shown that in small cascades vacancies cause nearly as many atomic replacements as self-interstitial atoms
and that their apparent migration enthalpy is much reduced from that deduced from equilibrium measurements.
Based on the above considerations, values of the mixing efficiency have been calculated using Eq. (10) under
the assumptions that vacancy migration enthalpies are
reduced to one third of their "normal" values and that
Values for Do„and
interstitial atoms are immobile.
hH i„were deduced from a compilation of tracer impur' The results of these calcuity difFusion data in metals.
lations are listed in Table IV. Experimental and calculated values of the mixing CSciency agree remarkably
well. The calculated values agree within a factor of =2
of the experimental values, and they show the correct
dependencies on cohesive energy and energy density.
Part of the significance of this calculation is that it
demonstrates that thermal spike diffusion can be understood, at least semiquantitatively,
within the framework
of our current understanding
of radiation-damage
theory. It does require, however, rather low values for
vacancy Inigration enthalpies.
A second calculation was performed using this model
to examine the correlation between mixing cf6ciency and
impurity difFusion in Cu. Table V lists the results of the
calculations for three possible values of the vacancy mi-
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TABLE IV. Calcglated values
el for thermal spike «ilmusion.

of the mixing eSriency

using the radiation-enhanced

dilusion mad-

eV '}
Measured

(hx')/2@F (A
Do(A
Ag
Al
Au
Cu

0.65
0.61
0.82
0.69

Fe

1.17
1.30
1.39
1.39
1.69

Mo
Ni

Pt

s ')

Predicted

1.6y10"

6X 10'4
3X 10"

19
3
16

2y 10"

sx 10"
1x 10"

7X 10"

'~, „.

Values for
gration enthalpy, b, H i„, ', ddt—
i„and —,
of
41.
The
from
Ref.
were
deduced
magnitude
hH&,
mixing efficiency agrees best for the lowest migration
enthalpy, and the relative mixing eSciencies agree best
for the highest migration enthalpy. The value of ', ddI
is a reasonable compromise. The reason for this dependence on activation enthalpy is that at the very high
spike temperatures, which are well in excess of the melting point, the difFusion coefficient becomes insensitive to
small changes in ddsc„, if BJV, „ is small. Thus, the
changes in b, H, „which greatly inffuence the difFusivity
at the melting point do not afkct the mixing efFiciency.
If large values of ddI~i, are used in the calculation, the
diff'usion coefficient remains sensitive to small changes in
bHi„, but the mixing eSciency is reduced. In evaluating the discrepancies between the calculated and experimental values of the mixing eSciencies for the diff'erent
impurity markers, it should be kept in mind that the
variations in the mixing eSciencies for the difFerent
markers in Cu are small, about a factor of =2. Approximations in the model are of this magnitude. Agreement
between theory and experiment for the diff'erent matrices
is much better, but there the variations in efficiency between matrices are much larger. We conclude, therefore, that thermal spike model of diffusion based on
radiation-enhanced
diffusion theory can reasonably account for atomic motion in ion-irradiated metals at low
temperatures; the very low vacancy migration enthalpy
that is required to obtain agreement with experimental
results, however, is not understood in detail.

60-90
20-40
80-140
20-26

56
24

8x 10'4
1.4X 10"

6-7
6

6

8-10

24
11

16-24

6-15

Finally, we consider the possibility that the cascade
region becomes liquidlike during the thermal spike phase
of the cascade evolution. Recent results of moleculardynamics computer simulations of 5-keV cascades in Cu
Equation (10) can again
point toward this possibility.
be applied to calculate IM; however, D(t) now refers to
the tracer impurity coeScient in the liquid and not the
difFusion coefficient. We have perradiation-enhanced
formed such calculations for four markers in Cu: Ag,
Sb, Au and Sn; the results are listed in Table VI (details
of the calculation will be published elsewhere 3). Impurity diffusion coeScients in liquid Cu were obtained from
Ref. 44. The mixing, naturally, is sensitive to the
thermal difFusivity of the medium. Using near-neighbor
collisional transport to estimate ~ (a'= 8 X 10' A /s), the
maximum time for solidification is 0.85 ps, and this maximum occurs for 7.2-keV cascades. For lower energy
recoils, the cascades cools at a faster rate, and for higher
energies the initial temperature is lower. It can be seen
in Table VI that the calculated values for the IM
eSciency are lower than experimental values. Applying
classical heat-transport
theory in a region where
extremely-high-temperature
gradients exist, however, is
The molecular-dynamics
simulations
questionable.
show, for example, that resolidi6cation occurs in 5-keV
cascades after 4.3 ps, which corresponds to ~=1.6X 10'
A /s. When this value of a is employed in Eq. (10),
rather good results for the magnitude of IM are obthe
tained,
show
although
experiments
greater
di8'erences between the IM eSciencies for the dilerent

„—

TABLE V. Calculated values (in A /eV) of the IM eSciency for various tracer impurities in Cu using the radiation-enhanced

di8'usion model for thermal spike di8'usion.

IM e%ciency
Nb
Experimental
Normal ddt&,
2 +Hill
IU

250„

39
1.5
11.9
27.8

47

22

15

43

46

0. 1

0.3

4.8

27.9
77.4

2.4

7.5
37.5

17.0
34.3

11.0
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TABLE VI. Calculated values (in A /eV) of the IM
efficiency for four tracer impurities in Cu using the liqmddroplet model for thermal spike difFusion. a. refers to the value
employed for the thermal dinusivity.
Marker

~=8X10" A /s

IM eSciency

a=1.6~10'

6.0
6.4

30
32
28
37

5.6
7.4

markers.
Liquidlike difFusion
therefore, may be an important
spike difFusion in some metals.

A s

Expt.
39
43
27

in the thermal spike,
mechanism for tbermal

VI. CON@I.USIONS

It has been demonstrated here that studies of ionbeam mixing at low temperatures are a powerful method
for elucidating fundamental displacernent processes in irradiated materials. The present work on metals has
shown that atomic mixing in ion-irradiated metals stems
predominantly from the collective motion of atoms in a
highly excited spike over a very short period of time.
Moreover, it was demonstrated that the excited state can
be modeled, to a first approximation, within the framework of classical radiation-damage
theory involving
atomic collisions and radiation-enhanced
diffusion. This
model provides a natural interpretation for the dependence of the mixing efficiency on such parameters as the
cohesive energy of the matrix, the energy density in the
cascade, and the difFusivity of the impurity markers in
the matrix. In metals which have low melting temperatures and cascades with high-energy densities, liquidlike
difFusion during the thermal spike may also be an important mechanism for IM.
The results obtained here for IM apply to other aspects of radiation damage and ion-beam modifications of
materials. For example, the efficiency of disordering initially ordered alloys has long been of concern in the field
of radiation efFects. Our findings here suggest that the
disordering
process results from a high-temperature
difFusion process within the spike. Since ordering ener-
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gies are much lower than atomic energies in the spike region, difFusion leads to disordering rather than ordering.
The disordering that results from the collisional phase of
the cascade is of secondary importance. Another outstanding question in radiation-damage
research is the
mechanism for the formation of vacancy dislocation
loops during the evolution of a cascade, i.e., cascade collapse. Our work suggests that the high mobility of vacancies in the spike enables those vacancies created in
the collisional phase of the cascade to precipitate out as
loops during the lifetime of the excitation. Consistent
with this hypothesis is the fact that those metals which
have the greatest tendency to form loops are those metals that have high mixing efKiciencies, i.e. , those with low
cohesive energies and spikes with high-energy densities.
Finally, we point out that our results can explain why
ion-beam-mixed multilayer samples do not form intermetallic compounds and why intermetallic compounds become
disordered
low-temperature
irradiation.
by
Thermal spike difFusion occurs while the spike is at very
hot temperatures, far in excess of the melting temperature, and thus it leads to randomization of atoms. As
the spike cools, difFusion is strongly limited and only local rearrangements
are possible. Although our underof atomic displacement processes are not
standing
sufIiciently refined to understand these radiation efFects
in great detail, we believe that our ion-mixing studies do
provide a basis for such an understanding.
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